Champ Hamilton hunts down Verstappen for Hungary win

I know if (late Mercedes non-executive chairman) Niki (Lauda) was here today, he would take his hat off...
Marquez takes
50th premier class
win in Brno

The other riders to achieve at least 50 premier class wins are Rossi, Agostini and Doohan.

Some day I will definitely try to come back and see the right situation to win. I don’t do races to win. I do races to position myself,” said Marquez of his third win in nine races since 2014.

“It was a strange race, really close at the beginning, but in the middle I could push a bit more on the braking and I couldn’t brake harder,” Dovizioso said. “It was a strange race, really close at the beginning, but in the middle I could push a bit more on the braking and I couldn’t brake harder,” Dovizioso said.
Kyrgios ousts top seed Tsitsipas to reach final

Australian will play for the title against Medvedev, who beat German lucky loser Gojowczyk

Kyrgios gains Kypriot, who won the 1077 Women’s PGA Championship. No male Japanese player has won a Major since 1968. The 20-year-old Kyrgios, who was slighted English, said he saw we played a professional tournament. "I hope I did what I was expected to do," he told Australian media. "I took my first serve at the back of the court and collected the 67.5 first set. It was a packed leaderboard with 140 to 145 for the best overall. The 74 year-old with 74 for the best overall."

Kyrgios will play for the ATP Washington Open title after taking his most consistent. "That was funny," Tsitsipas said. "He can’t have anything good. You have to go with the flow. You have to have the same channel and same plan at all times."

Tenis

Shibuno wins
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Tatachattier Chou-Tien clinched the men's singles title of the All England 2019 to retain the rank of World No. 2 by snapping a streak of 56 straight games unbeaten against Hong Kong opponent Wong Wing Lung. Both players collapsed after third seed Chou took the lead 21-16, 21-23, 21-7 in a 70-minute match of 88 shots by his strong opponent. “I knew you would be strong and powerful,” said Chou, fresh from lifting the All England Open last week.

An unbeaten run and a shock victory in the final, both led to the 21-year-old to be lauded as the king of the third generation. “They were more than we expected. They were calm and in control. In stressed situations, our opponents often end up being nervous. I had to use my experience and push myself to get by and not walk away.”

Chou's team mate, Satwik Sawant also took the Indian doubles pair to their first Super 500 event. In the final, they defeated Indonesian seventh seeds Fajar Alfian Andra Putra and Muhammad Rian Ardianto 21-18, 21-17, 21-15.

“In the second game, we were very close but they eventually managed to control the game,” said Satwik. “They were very experienced and we didn’t want to lift the shuttle.” Satwik felt the team had been patient and applied pressure to weaken their opponents. “They had been preparing for this event for a long time but we were able to control the game. The key was to maintain our momentum throughout the tournament.”

Despite the early stage loss to Japan’s second seeds Kento Momota and Yuki Kobayashi on Thursday, the Indian pair came back strongly in the semis and the finals. “This is our first Super 500 event and we are very happy to have won,” said Satwik.

Olympic champion B Sai Praneeth, who missed the 2019 edition, told Gulf Times ahead of the All England Open that his priority was to win the 2020 Tokyo Olympics. “The Indian team is very strong and we have my main goal is to win the Olympics.”

China’s top seed Yifei Sun, who defeated Intanon nine times out of 11 bouts, has been playing consistently and has defeated Intanon nine times out of 11 bouts. She has been playing consistently and has defeated Intanon nine times out of 11 bouts. “I can’t believe that we’ve just beaten the Chinese top seed Chen Yufei de-
Hall of Fame welcomes Class of 2019 in emotional ceremony

... "It was a great man, and such a great pitcher," Biagini said. "But he’ll forever be my teammate. Love you, Tony." Bowlen, who bought the franchise in 1993 and presided over two Super Bowls and the Broncos’ run to Super Bowl 50 in 2015, died on May 26 after a battle with cancer. He was 65.

"The best thing for my ca-

career happened in 2010," Bailey said. "I was traded to the Denver Broncos. Once I began to learn about the Broncos and the playing field in Denver, I began to learn..." Bailey, who shares the NFL Hall of Fame moment with his father, who was also inducted in 2010, said that being a part of this special event was an event of a lifetime. He praised his former teammates for their dedication and hard work.

Hoosier Astros players celebrate a combined no-hitter no-hit against the Seattle Mariners at Minute Maid Park. PICTURE: USA TODAY Sports

Four Astros pitchers combine to no-hit Mariners

"It's hard to come to a team and feel like you can contribute in a way when they're already so good. I'm so happy.

"The Hall of Fame is a special place. It's a place where you can dream of being someday. To be here, it's a dream come true."

Four Astros pitchers combined to throw a no-hitter against the Seattle Mariners on Saturday night in a 9-0 win in front of the home crowd. The second time the Mariners have been no-hit on a combined no-hitter.

The No. 19 Astros improved to 11-1 against Seattle this season. Houston improved to 18-13 overall to move into a tie with the Dodgers for second place in the American League West. The Dodgers won the other game, 3-2, against the Angels, who have lost three straight.

Aaron Sanchez made his debut with the Dodgers on Saturday night in a 9-0 win. He allowed six hits and struck out 12, including former teammates Jonathan Villar, Robinson Cano and Alexei Ramirez. Sanchez finished off the 15 players remaining in the NL division series with a 3-2 win over the Nationals.

Draymond Green has career averages of 16.0 points, 9.3 rebounds, 6.1 assists, 1.7 steals and 1.3 blocks in 81 games. Green was the league’s Defensive Player of the Year in 2016 and 2017. He was named an All-Star in each of his seven seasons. He is a three-time NBA champion and two-time NBA Finals MVP.

The 15 players remaining in the NL division series with a 3-2 win over the Nationals.
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"It's hard to come to a team and feel like you can contribute in a way when they're already so good. I'm so happy."
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the year's senior moment, expressed his appreciation in a pre-recorded speech: "It has been 47 years since I last played football, and for this all I thought. I thought I had been for-
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Dortmund deny Bayern fourth straight Super Cup

Euphoric yellow-shirted fans packed out the Volksparkstadion in Dortmund to witness a famous victory after the German side won the Super Cup for the first time on penalties.

Bayern Munich coach Hansi Flick had reason to be disappointed, as his side were denied a historic fourth straight Super Cup triumph.

Bayern had been favored ahead of kick-off, with Borussia Dortmund facing an uphill battle as they looked to claw their way back from 0-2 down.

However, the deficit proved too much, as treble winners Dortmund secured a memorable win over the reigning Bundesliga champions.

Bayern, who defeated the same opponents in last season’s Super Cup, were unable to make the most of their opportunities on the night. Despite dominating much of the encounter, they were unable to find the back of the net.

Dortmund’s victory was sealed with penalty heroics, as Marek Adamowicz in goal proved to be the hero as he saved all of Bayern’s spot kicks while also converting the decisive penalty himself.

The result means that Dortmund have now won five of their last six Super Cup matches against Bayern, and the victory itself is a major accomplishment for the club's management.

Bayern, on the other hand, will be left to piece together their response after the final whistle, as they aim to bounce back from this disappointing loss.

Bayern Munich's coach Hansi Flick admitted after the game: “It was a special night for our fans and a great victory for us. We had the better chances and it was a really difficult game. We’re obviously delighted with how we played, it was a big three points for us.”

The German champions were left to reflect on a night that was marred by missed opportunities and a lack of penetration in the final third.

Bayern, who are the reigning Bundesliga champions, were looking to add to their String of trophies, but their failure to convert their chances cost them dearly.

Dortmund, who, with this win, are now four points clear at the top of the table, were led by a disciplined and determined display from their goalkeeper Adamowicz, who made several key saves to keep Bayern at bay.

The result leaves Bayern's title defence in tatters, as they face a tough season ahead with a host of fixtures coming up. Dortmund, on the other hand, will be buoyed by this victory and will be looking to build on their momentum as they continue their championship challenge.
Rebuilding Man United face uncertain future under Solskjaer

FOOTBALL

Manchester United have been out of the top four for the last three years. In 2017-18, player and fan discontent was high following a season where they seemed to have the title in their grasp only to lose it against Arsenal. The next season, they slumped alarmingly towards the end of last season. At one stage they looked likely to finish in the bottom four. But as they say, a season is 90 minutes away and they were getting the rub of the green as they proved.

WHAT TO EXPECT: It is difficult to tell what to expect from Solskjaer's United, who, given his past, were expected to be a force in the league. But instead they have been a disappointment for the most part. This season, they have been inconsistent. But will they change their ways and show what they are capable of? It remains to be seen.

THE core: Marcus Rashford will have to step up and show emphatically that he is a top number 10 player. The presence of Bruno Fernandes will add to Solskjaer's midfield options.

NEW FACES: Daniel James has been positive in his performances so far. But United also need to strengthen their defense as they have struggled to keep clean sheets for a long time. Harry Maguire's addition to the defense has been crucial.

Man United draw first blood against Liverpool

City keeper Bravo saved from Liverpool’s Wijnaldum, with Gabriel Jesus driving in the winning kick

Man City’s and Liverpool’s sights were on the Community Shield. But it was Manchester City who emerged victorious. The game was tense and tight, with both teams putting in a fierce performance. In the end, City emerged as the winners, courtesy of a late goal from Gabriel Jesus.

WHAT TO EXPECT: It is unclear what to expect from Pep Guardiola’s side, their meeting on the eve of the season was a window into the Champions League for a third successive year. At the start of the season, City looked likely to finish in the top four but they have been inconsistent. What we do know is that they are capable of turning things around. It remains to be seen what they will do this season.

THE core: Kevin De Bruyne has been in fine form this season. His ability to create chances and score goals has been crucial for City.

NEW FACES: Joao Cancelo has been a solid addition to the defense. But the team will need to strengthen other areas to compete with Manchester City.
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Sharma stars as India beat Windies in rain-hit tie

**Scoreboard**

**Australia** 5-284 (112 overs)

- **Usman Khawaja** (7 wkts dec, 112 overs) 51
- **Steve Smith** (7 wkts dec, 71 overs) 40
- **Marnus Labuschagne** (7 wkts dec, 15 overs) 4
- **Brett Lee** (7 wkts dec, 6 overs) 0

**England** 2-58 (20 overs)

- **Jos Buttler** (5-0-13-0) 2
- **Jofra Archer** (5-0-13-0) 2

**仲裁**

**Australia** 3-284 (112 overs)

- **Usman Khawaja** (7 wkts dec, 112 overs) 51
- **Steve Smith** (7 wkts dec, 71 overs) 40
- **Marnus Labuschagne** (7 wkts dec, 15 overs) 4
- **Brett Lee** (7 wkts dec, 6 overs) 0

**England** 2-58 (20 overs)

- **Jos Buttler** (5-0-13-0) 2
- **Jofra Archer** (5-0-13-0) 2

**Focus**

**Gibson sacked as South African coach in major shake-up**

*McLaren**

**Smith’s 2nd ton helps Australia dominate England in opener**

I've never scored hundreds in both innings before at any level so I was keen to do that

**ASHEES**

**Sharma stars as India beat Windies in rain-hit tie**

Australia’s Steve Smith celebrates his century during their second innings of the first Ashes Test at Edgbaston, Birmingham, yesterday. (AFP)